Think of the first will be to tell you what kind of furniture I have cut and the size of my house. It is two by twelve and four feet high and the walls is cloth and the bed is in a foot of the present and the other bed is three feet higher, one head is half of the other. Now I will give you the count of my house. One sheep, three shirts you can eat, three axes, four shoes, two forks, one sugar cup, one Spatula, one Cape hat, one two gallon jug, one Sphagnum, one shall for an oven, and one axe.

The next is the floor that we put it on. Beams, beef, potatoes, rice, Cola, sugar, tea, and olive oil. That is our food. That is all you give there is no bread. The meat and salt beef. That is what helps put a felon when she is hungry.